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Abstract: This paper introduces and discusses the main aspects of multicolored femtosecond 
pulse generation using cascaded four-wave mixing (CFWM) in transparent bulk materials. 
Theoretical analysis and semi-quantitative calculations, based on the phase-matching 
condition of the four-wave mixing process, explain the phenomena well. Experimental 
studies, based on our experiments, have shown the main characteristics of the multicolored 
pulses, namely, broadband spectra with wide tunability, high stability, short pulse duration 
and relatively high pulse energy. Two-dimensional multicolored array generation in 
various materials are also introduced and discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

Tunable, ultrashort laser pulses in different spectral ranges are powerful tools with applications in 
scientific research including ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy [1–7], nonlinear microscopy [8–14] 
and laser micro-machining [15–18]. In the case of ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy, which is 
widely used in the investigation of electronic and vibrational dynamics in molecules, the absorption 
peaks vary from sample to sample, and some of the molecular dynamics under investigation take place 
in less than 100 fs. As a result, sub-20 fs pulses with a time resolution high enough to observe  
real-time vibrational quantum beat and that are wavelength tunable in a wide range will play a key 
role. Nonlinear microscopy, such as two- or three-photon and second- or third-harmonic generation 
(SHG/THG) microscopy, are technologies widely used in biological research. Two-photon microscopy 
can be used in tissue imaging with a depth of several hundred µm [8,9], and three-photon microscopy 
can image to a depth of 1.4 mm [10]. SHG/THG microscopy can be used to image some biological 
tissues without the need for fluorescent proteins or staining with dyes, and can achieve imaging depths 
of several hundred µm due to its use of long excitation wavelengths [11–14]. The pump laser sources 
used in nonlinear microscopy have pulse widths of ~100 fs or shorter, and a visible to middle-IR 
spectral range [8–14]. Some spectroscopy and microscopy experiments, such as the multicolor pump-probe 
experiment [19], two-dimensional spectroscopy [20], or multicolor nonlinear microscopy [21–23] 
require ultrashort pulses with several colors. 

Conventionally-used ultrashort laser sources have a spectral range of 650–950 nm (Ti:sapphire laser), 
1000–1100 nm (Yb-/Nd-doped solid-state laser or fiber laser), or 1550 nm (Er-doped fiber laser). 
Great efforts have been made to extend the spectral range using nonlinear processes [24–40]. Optical 
parametric amplifier (OPA) and optical parametric oscillator (OPO) technologies are among the most 
successful methods for generating µJ-level pulses with spectral ranges from UV to mid-IR [32–35]. 
Spectrally tunable few-cycle pulses can be generated using a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier 
(NOPA) [36–40]. Commercial NOPA setups are available from several companies, although the price 
is still too high for many research groups. Pulses with broadband spectra from visible to IR (known as 
super continuum white light) also can be generated through filamentation in gases, bulk media, or 
fibers [41–45], although there are problems with the stability of the supercontinuum laser pulses [46–48].  

Recently, four-wave mixing (FWM) has been studied as new method for the generation of ultrashort 
pulses, including few-cycle pulses, with a spectral range from deep-UV (DUV) to mid-IR [49–66]. 
Among these results, the multicolored laser pulses that can be generated using cascaded four-wave 
mixing (CFWM) in transparent bulk materials are particularly attractive, due to their ultra-broadband 
spectral range, large wavelength tunable range and compact configurations [54–66]. Multicolored laser 
pulses generated by CFWM were first shown in semiconductor lasers in the 1980s [67]. Highly 
efficient multicolor (>4 color) signals were generated in a nearly degenerate intracavity FWM 
experiment in a GaAs/GaAlAs semiconductor laser with a dye laser as the pump source for both the 
semiconductor laser and the FWM process. This was used as a method for quantitative determination 
of the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of the semiconductor. Eckbreth then generated 
multicolored light (>4) with a coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering process in several gases, and the 
light was used for hydrogen-fueled scramjet applications [68]. Harris and Sokolov showed that more 
than 13 sidebands with a spectral range from 195 nm to 2.94 µm were generated in D2 gas by using a 
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Raman process [69]. In 2000, Crespo and his co-workers reported multicolored (>11 color) sideband 
generation using a cascaded highly nondegenerate FWM process in common glass [54]. Since then, 
studies have been conducted using other materials, such as sapphire plate [55,56], BBO crystal [57,58], 
fused silica glass [59], CaF2 [60], BK7 glass [60], and diamond [61,62]. These studies have carefully 
investigated the mechanism and characteristics of multicolored laser pulses. The phase-matching 
condition of CFWM has also been discussed and used to explain the generation of multicolored 
sidebands with two noncollinear pump laser pulses [60]. Our experiment has shown that more than  
15 spectral upshifted sidebands and two spectral downshifted pulses can be obtained with a spectral 
width broader than 1.8 octaves, covering the range from UV to near-IR [55–57,59,60]. The spectra of 
the multicolored sidebands can also be tuned in the broadband spectral range by adjusting the  
cross-angle of the two pump beams or simply by replacing the nonlinear media [59,60]. The pulse 
duration of different sidebands can be shorter than 50 fs without any extra dispersion compensation  
components [55–57,59,60], and sub-20 fs pulses can be obtained when the pump pulse chirp is 
carefully optimized [63]. Weigand and his co-workers also tried to recombine and synthesize all of the 
sidebands, and found that few-cycle visible-UV pulses were feasible [64,65]. The pulse energy of the 
first sideband can be higher than 1 µJ, with an energy conversion efficiency of around 10% [66].  
A low pump threshold for multicolored sideband generation was reported when materials with high 
nonlinear refractive indices, such as diamond [62] or nanoparticle-doped materials [70], were used as 
the nonlinear medium in the experiment. A compact experimental setup for multicolored laser pulse 
generation was also constructed [62]. Aside from the one-dimensional multicolored sidebands 
discussed above, a two-dimensional (2-D) multicolor sideband array can be generated when the pump 
intensity is increased in various materials such as a sapphire [55,56], diamond [62], and BBO [71,72]. 
Characteristically, more than 10 arrays could be generated with pump energies of several to several 
tens of µJ [55,56,62]. CFWM, together with beam breakup due to ellipticity of pump beams or 
anisotropy of nonlinear media, are thought to be the main mechanisms behind this new  
phenomenon [62,71]. However, simulations based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation are still 
needed for the phenomenon to be fully understood. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the theoretical analysis for 
multicolored pulse generation is presented. In Section 3, the characteristics of multicolored pulses are 
shown. The experimental setups are shown in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, the spectral characteristics 
are introduced, i.e., the spectral range of the sidebands, the spectral width of each sideband, and the 
wavelength tunability of each sideband. The characterization of pulses is described in Section 3.3. 
Then, the pulse energy/output power and power stability are given in Section 3.4. Multicolored pulse 
generation with low pump threshold is discussed in Section 3.5. In Section 4, 2-D multicolored 
sideband arrays are introduced and discussed. Finally, conclusions and some prospects for future 
research directions are given in Section 5. This article is written as a summary of recent publications 
reported by the authors. 
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2. Theoretical Analysis  

2.1. FWM Process  

FWM was found in the first decade of the laser epoch, and it has rapidly developed in the last 
twenty years. FWM is a third-order optical parametric process, in which four waves interact with each 
other through third-order optical nonlinearity [73]. Three waves form a nonlinear polarization at the 
frequency of the fourth wave during the FWM process. The wave functions of the four waves can be 
expressed as:  

j j j j( , ) ( )exp[i( )]E r t A r k r tω= • −  (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) (2.1) 

where, ωj and kj are frequencies and wave vectors of the four waves, and j j( ) ( ) exp[i ( )]A r A r r= φ  is the 

complex amplitude. 
There are two possible roadmaps of the FWM process that satisfy the conservation of photon 

energies and momenta. The phase-matching condition or conservation of photon energies and 
momenta can be written as: (i) ω4 = ω1 + ω2 + ω3, k4 = k1 + k2 + k3; (ii) ω4 + ω3 = ω1 + ω2,  
k4 + k3 = k1 + k2.  

The case (i) involves THG and third-order sum frequency generation. We are more interested in the 
FWM in case (ii), where the nonlinear polarization at frequency ω4 can be written as:  

(3) (3) *
4 0 eff 1 1 2 2 3 3( ) 3 ( ) ( ) ( )exp[i( )]P E E E k r= ∆ •ω ε χ ω ω ω  (2.2) 

where (3)
effχ  is the effective third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, and 1 2 3 4k k k k k∆ = + + −  is the 

wave vector phase-mismatching in the process. By solving the coupled-wave equations for FWM 
shown as follows: 

(3)4 4 4
4

0 4

d ( ) i ( )exp[ i ]
d 2 ( )

E P k r
r cn
ω ω ω

ε ω
= − ∆ •  (2.3) 

we can get the optical field, 4 4( )E ω , of the newly generated signal.  

2.2. CFWM Process  

The theoretical analysis of CFWM processes for multicolored laser pulse generation is given in [60]. 
The schematic of CFWM processes is shown in Figure 1a. Two vectors, k1 and k2, correspond to the 
two input beams with frequencies of ω1 and ω2 (ω1 > ω2) respectively. The mth-order anti-Stokes 
(spectrally blue-shifted) and Stokes (spectrally red-shifted) sidebands are marked as ASm and Sm  
(m = 1, 2, 3…). Figure 1b–e show the phase-matching geometries for generating the first three  
anti-Stokes sidebands (AS1, AS2, AS3) and the first Stokes sideband (S1). Based on these  
phase-matching geometries, the phase-matching condition for the mth-order anti-Stokes sideband can 
be written as: kASm = kAS(m–1) + k(m)1 − k(m)2 ≈ (m + 1)k(1)1 − mk(1)2, ωASm ≈ (m + 1)ω1(1) − mω2(1). Since 
the two input beams are never single-frequency lasers, k(m)1 and k(m)2 are used instead of k1 and k2.  
The values of ω1(m), ω2(m), |k(m)1|, and |k(m)2| may be different for every step of the m FWM processes. 
Similarly, with k(-m)1 and k(-m)2 used instead of k1 and k2, the mth-order Stokes sideband will have the 
following phase-matching condition: kSm = kS(m–1) + k(−m)2 − k(−m)1 ≈ (m + 1)k(−1)2 − mk(−1)1,  
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ωSm ≈ (m + 1)ω2(−1) − mω1(−1). As the lower-order signals will participate in the generation of adjacent 
higher-order signals as pump pulses, this process is called CFWM. 

Figure 1. Schematic of multicolored sidebands generation using CFWM process.  
The phase-matching geometries for (a) AS1–AS3 and S1; (b) AS1; (c) AS2; (d) AS3,  
and (e) S1 [60]. 

 

Based on the phase-matching condition we have expressed above, the output parameters, such as 
wavelength and output angle, of the generated sidebands can be calculated to explain and inform 
experimental work. In our experiments, the wavelength range of the two pump beams were 660–740 nm 
(Beam 1) and 800 nm (Beam 2). The nonlinear medium was assumed to be fused silica plate with a 
thickness of 1 mm. The simulations were performed under these conditions. The wavelength dependence 
of Beam 1 for optimal phase-matching on the order number at different cross-angles is shown in 
Figure 2a. To fulfill the phase-matching condition, the wavelength of Beam 1 should redshift for 
higher order anti-Stokes sidebands. The wavelengths of generated sidebands for different cross-angles 
are shown in Figure 2b, which clearly shows that the wavelengths of same order sidebands can be 
tunable by changing the cross-angle of the two pump beams, and the tuning range covered the 
wavelength gap between adjacent sidebands. The exit angles of the generated sidebands are plotted 
against the order number at different cross-angles in Figure 2c. The difference in exit angle between 
the multicolored sidebands was large enough for easy separation, even for adjacent sidebands. The 
dependence of the exit angle on the center wavelength of the generated sidebands at different  
cross-angles in different materials is shown in Figure 2d. The phase mismatching for the first four  
anti-Stokes sidebands at two different angles, 1.87° and 2.34°, are shown in Figure 2e. The increase of 
the slope of the curves with the order numbers means the reduction of the gain bandwidth for the 
sidebands, which was confirmed by our experiment. The calculations based on the phase-matching 
condition of CFWM agree with the experimental results, which will be given in next section. 
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Figure 2. Calculated output parameters of generated sidebands. Dependence of (a) central 
wavelength of Beam 1 for minimum phase-mismatching; (b) the wavelength; and (c) the 
exit angles of generated sidebands on the order number at different crossing angles;  
(d) Dependence of exit angle of the generated sidebands on the center wavelength at three 
different cross-angles, 1.40°, 1.87°, and 2.57°, in different nonlinear media; (e) Phase 
mismatching of the sidebands from AS1 to AS4 at 1.87° and 2.34° in 1 mm fused silica [60]. 

 

3. Experimental Characteristics of Multicolored Pulses 

3.1. Experimental Setups  

Various experimental setups for multicolored laser pulse generation have been reported in the 
literature. The main differences between these setups are the methods for preparing the two pump laser 
beams. Crespo and his coworkers used two femtosecond pulses from a dye-laser amplifier system, with 
Beam 1 (561 nm, 40 fs) and Beam 2 (618 nm, 80 fs), and a pulse energy of 20 µJ for each beam [54]. 
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Zhi used two OPA systems, pumped with a commercial Ti:sapphire amplifier [61]. The SHG signals of 
the signal and idler pulses from the two OPAs were used as the pump pulses for the generation of 
multicolored sidebands. The central wavelength and pulse energy of the two pump beams were  
630 nm/1–3 µJ and 584 nm/1–3 µJ. There were also some other differences, including the Ti:sapphire 
amplifier pulse, and the supercontinuum generated in bulk materials [58].  

We have used two experimental setups for multicolored pulse generation. As shown in Figure 3,  
we used Type-1 experimental setup for most of our work. The pump source was a 1 kHz Ti:sapphire 
regenerative amplifier laser system (35 fs/2.5 mJ/1 kHz/800 nm, Micra + Legend-USP, Coherent, 
Santa Clara, CA, USA). The pump laser was split into four beams for different uses. One beam  
(Beam 1), with energy of 300 µJ, was focused into a krypton-gas-filled hollow-core fiber with inner 
and outer diameters of 250 µm and 3 mm, and a length of 60 cm. The spectrum of Beam 1 broadened 
to a range extending from 600 to 950 nm after transmission through the hollow-core fiber, while the 
pulse energy decreased to about 190 µJ, due to coupling and propagation loss. A pair of chirped 
mirrors and two glass wedges were applied to compensate for the chirp of Beam 1 with broadband 
spectrum. A nearly transform-limited pulse, with a pulse duration of ~10 fs, was obtained by changing 
the bounce times on the chirped mirrors and the insertion of the glass wedges. Negatively and 
positively chirped pulses also can be obtained for different experiments. Beam 1 was then spectrally 
filtered with band-pass filters (BPF) short-wavelength-pass filters (SPF), or long-wavelength-pass 
filters (LPF) in different experiments. A concave mirror with a focal length of 600 cm was used to 
focus Beam 1 into the nonlinear medium (G1). Beam 2 was focused into the nonlinear medium by a 
lens with a focal length of 1 m. The fourth beam (Beam 4) was used to characterize the generated 
multicolored pulses with the cross-correlation frequency-resolved optical gating (XFROG)  
technique [74] in a 10 µm-thick BBO crystal. 

Figure 3. Type-1 experimental setup. VND: variable neutral-density filter. G1: nonlinear 
medium for multicolored sidebands generation. G2: nonlinear medium for pulse 
measurement with an X-FROG system [74]. 

 

Figure 4 shows the schematic of Type-2 setup, which was used for the generation of  
low-threshold multicolored sidebands and 2-D multicolored arrays in a diamond plate. Another 
Ti:sapphire laser system (35 fs/2.5 mJ/1 kHz/800 nm, Spitfire ACE, Spectra-Physics) was used as the 
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pump source, and a beam with pulse energy of 150 μJ was used in the experiment. A BK7 glass plate 
with a thickness of 3 mm was used to spectrally broaden the laser pulse using a self-phase modulation 
(SPM) process. After that, a pair of chirped mirrors (GDD) was used to compensate for the dispersion 
induced by the BK7 glass and other components. Then, the laser beam was split into two parts, Beam 1 
and Beam 2, with a beamsplitter (BS). Beam 1 first propagated through a short-pass filter (F1, cut-off 
wavelength of 800 nm), was then focused into the nonlinear medium by a concave mirror (M4) with a 
focal length of 500 mm. Beam 2 was spectrally filtered with a long-pass filter  
(F2, cut-on wavelength of 800 nm), and then focused into the nonlinear medium by another concave 
mirror (M3) with a focal length of 500 mm. The beam diameters of both Beam 1 and Beam 2 were 
~300 μm on the 1 mm thick diamond plate. As no hollow fiber or gas chamber is used, the Type-2 
experimental setup occupied half the space of a Type-1 setup.  

Figure 4. Type-2 experimental setup. Focal lengths of concave mirrors, M1, M3, and  
M4 are 500 mm, while that of M2 is 250 mm. GDD: chirped mirrors. F1: longpass filter 
with a cut-off wavelength of 800 nm. F2: short-pass filter with a cut-off wavelength  
of 800 nm. BS: beamsplitter. VND: variable neutral-density filter. NL: nonlinear medium 
for multicolor pulse generation. 

 

In the experiment, the diameters of the incident beams at the position of the nonlinear media were 
measured using a CCD camera (BeamStar FX33, Ophir Optronics: Jerusalem, Israel). The pulses were 
characterized using the XFROG or SHG-FROG technique and retrieved with a commercial software 
package (FROG 3.0, Femtosoft Technologies: Chennai, India). The spectra of the pulses were 
measured with a commercial spectrometer (USB4000, Ocean Optics: Dunedin, FL, USA). To avoid 
optical damage, the intensities of the two pump beams on the surface of nonlinear media surface were 
set at least one order of magnitude lower than the damage threshold for all the media used. Neither 
damage nor supercontinuum generation were observed in any experiment.  

3.2. Spectra and Wavelength Tuning of Multicolored Sidebands 

3.2.1. Tuning the Wavelength of Sidebands by Changing Cross-Angle  

The Type-1 experimental setup was applied, and a short-pass filter with cut-off wavelength of 800 nm 
was used to eliminate the red components of Beam 1. As a result, the spectra of the two pump pulses 
were as in Figure 5. The input powers of Beam 1 and Beam 2 were 11 and 19 mW, respectively. 
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Figure 5. The spectra of the two pump beams, Beam 1 (black curve) and Beam 2  
(blue curve) [75]. 

 

Figure 6. (a) Photograph of the first ten anti-Stokes sidebands on a white paper set 1 m far 
from the nonlinear medium; (b) The spectra of AS1-AS4 with cross-angle of 2.1° for two 
pump beams; (c) The spectra of AS2 with different cross-angles; Spectra of (d) AS8-AS15 
and (e) two Stokes signals S1 and S2 with cross-angle of two pump beams set as 1.5° [59]. 

 

Multicolored sidebands were obtained when the input beams overlapped well both spatially and 
temporally, as shown in Figure 6a. These sidebands were in the same plane as the pump beams, but 
separated with different exit angles. Figure 6b depicts the spectra of the lowest four-order red-shifted 
sidebands, AS1-AS4, when the pump beam cross-angle was 2.1°. The spectral width decreased with an 
increase in the order number of the sidebands, as was predicted by the calculations, shown in  
Figure 2e. Figure 6c shows the central wavelength of AS2 with different pump beam cross-angles. The 
central wavelength of AS2 shifted from 500 nm to 625 nm, and the cross-angle increased from 1.5° to 
2.5°. This tuning range successfully surpassed the wavelength gap between AS1 and AS3, as shown in 
Figure 6b. Therefore, it was possible to tune the wavelength continuously by simple angle tuning, 
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without a gap between the neighboring order sidebands. The spectra of AS8-AS15 are shown in  
Figure 6d. The spectra of S1 and S2 are shown in Figure 6e. The whole wavelength range obtained by 
angle tuning of all sidebands covered the near UV-visible-near IR range from 360 nm to 1.2 µm, 
corresponding to more than 1.8 octaves. These broadband spectra and large tunability are very 
attractive and useful from the viewpoints of application and creating simple tuning mechanisms. 

3.2.2. Tuning the Wavelength of Sidebands by Changing Nonlinear Media  

The phase-matching condition for CFWM is kSm = kS(m–1) + k(−m)2 − k(−m)1 ≈ (m + 1)k(−1)2 − mk(−1)1, 
ωSm ≈ (m + 1)ω2(−1) − mω1(−1), as discussed in Section 2. The wave vectors k can be written as k = n × k0, 
where n is the linear refractive index of the nonlinear medium and k0 is the wave vector in vacuum. 
This means that the refractive index (dispersion curve) of the medium will also influence the  
phase-matching conditions. The refractive index (dispersion curve) can be adjusted by replacing the 
medium with different optical properties. Figure 7 shows the spectra of AS1 and AS3 for nonlinear 
media (CaF2 plate, fused silica plate, BK7 glass plate, sapphire plate, and BBO crystal) with a fixed 
pump beam cross-angle of 1.8°. By changing the media, the central wavelength of AS1 could be tuned 
from 640 nm to 610 nm, while the central wavelength of AS3 was adjusted correspondingly from  
490 nm to 560 nm. The spectrum of AS3 in the BBO crystal overlapped with the spectrum of AS1 in 
the CaF2 crystal, which means that spectral gaps between neighboring sidebands can be bridged simply 
by replacing the nonlinear medium. 

Figure 7. Spectra of (a) AS1 and (b) AS3 of five different materials with cross-angle of 
1.8° [60]. 

     

3.3. Temporal Characteristics of Multicolored Pulses 

The pulse durations of Beam 1 and Beam 2 were measured to be 40 fs and 55 fs, respectively.  
The characteristics of the sidebands, S1, AS1, and AS2, which were generated using these two pump 
pulses are shown in Figure 8. The pulse durations of AS1, AS2, and S1 were calculated to be 45 fs, 44 fs, 
and 46 fs, respectively. The retrieved phase showed that these pulses were all positively chirped, and 
that the positive chirp induced by material dispersion of the nonlinear medium prevented shorter pulses 
from being obtained.  
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Figure 8. (a) Measured and (b) retrieved XFROG traces of S1; (c) measured and  
(d) retrieved XFROG traces of AS2 when the cross-angle was 1.87°. Retrieved temporal 
intensity profiles and phases of (e) AS1 (solid line), AS2 (dashed line) and (f) S1 [66]. 

 

 

As discussed in [63], chirped pump pulses can be used for pre-compensation of the positive chirp of the 
sidebands, resulting in even shorter pulse durations. The principle of the process can be explained in the 
following way. In the CFWM process, the m-th-order anti-Stokes sideband has the phase matching 
condition: kASm = kAS(m–1) + k1 − k2 = (m + 1)k1 − mk2, ωASm ≈ (m + 1)ω1 − mω2. The m-th (m > 0) order 
anti-Stokes signal can be expressed as follows, if the electric field of two incident pulses are given as: 
Ej(t) ∝ exp {i[ωj0t + ϕj(t)]}, j = 1, 2 

EASm(t) ∝ exp {i[((m + 1)ω10 − mω20)t + ((m + 1)ϕ1(t) − mϕ2(t))]} (3.1) 

If Beam 1 is negatively chirped ( ( )2 2
1 0t / t∂ ∂ <φ ) and Beam 2 is positively chirped 

( ( )2 2
2 0t / t∂ ∂ >φ ), we can obtain:  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2 2 2
ASm 1 2m 1 m 0t / t t / t t / t∂ ∂ = + ∂ ∂ − ∂ ∂ <φ φ φ  (3.2) 
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This means that the m-th order blued-shifted field, EASm, can be negatively chirped. As such, a 
nearly transform-limited pulse can be achieved, if the negative chirp of the ASm field is precisely 
adjusted to correctly compensate for the dispersion induced by the nonlinear media and other optical 
components used in the processes of pulse generation and characterization. By this method, the pulse 
durations of AS1 and AS2 were compressed to 15 fs and 16 fs, respectively, as shown in Figure 9. 
Further optimization of the dispersion, including higher-order dispersion, is needed to obtain truly 
transform-limited pulses. 

3.4. Output Power/Energy of Multicolored Pulses 

Table 1 shows the average power of AS1-AS3 obtained with five different bulk media. The external 
cross-angle of the two pump beams was 1.8°, while the input powers of Beam 1 and Beam 2 were set at  
6.5 and 25 mW respectively. CaF2 had the highest AS1 output power, and the lowest AS3 output power 
of all five media. Conversely, in BBO crystal, the powers of the sidebands decreased the most rapidly 
with increasing order number. This phenomenon can be explained by the different phase-matching 
conditions and dispersion properties of the five materials. 

Figure 9. (a) Measured (red), retrieved (black) spectral intensity profile and retrieved 
spectral phase (blue) of AS1; (b) Retrieved temporal intensity profile (black), temporal 
phase (blue), and calculated transform-limited temporal intensity profile (red) of AS1;  
(c) Measured (red), retrieved (black) spectral intensities and retrieved spectral phase (blue) 
of AS2; (d) Retrieved temporal intensity profile (black), phase (blue), and calculated 
transform-limited temporal intensity profile (red) of AS2 [63]. 
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Table 1. The output power of AS1-AS3 with five commonly used third-order nonlinear 
media. The external cross-angle of two pump beams is 1.8°, while the input powers of Beam 1 
and Beam 2 are 7 mW and 25 mW, respectively [60]. 

μW 
CaF2 

Fused  
Silica 

BK7 
Sapphire  

Plate 
BBO 

AS1 480 700 715 750 780 
AS2 210 315 295 210 135 
AS3 125 90 60 40 10 

Figure 10a shows the power dependence of AS1 on the power of Beam 1, with the power of  
Beam 2 fixed at 19 mW and the cross-angle set at 1.8°. The output power of AS1 was sensitive to the 
pump power with a low pump rate, and saturation occurred when the power of Beam 1 increased to 
about 11 mW. Similarly, when the power of Beam 1 was set to 11 mW and Beam 2 had a high pump 
power, saturation of the output power of AS1 appeared, as shown in Figure 10b. This saturation may 
have helped to obtain sidebands with high stability. The power stability of AS1 and Beam 1 were 
0.95% and 0.62% in RMS, respectively, as shown in the inset of Figure 10a. 

Figure 10. The power dependence of AS1 on (a) Beam 1 with power of Beam 2 fixed  
at 19 mW, and (b) Beam 2 with power of Beam 1 fixed at 11 mW. Power stabilities of AS1 
and Beam 1 in twenty minutes are shown as the insertion of (a) [59]. 

       

By optimizing the spatial and temporal overlap of the two pump beams, the maximum pulse energy 
of S1 and AS1 reached was higher than 1 µJ [66]. An even higher output power was achieved by 
enlarging the pump beam size and increasing the pump power. 

3.5. Multicolored Sidebands Generated with Low Threshold 

The polarization at frequency ωAS1 in FWM process generating AS1 can be written as: 
(3) (3) 2 *

AS1 eff 1 2( ) ( ) ( )P E E∝ω χ ω ω  (3.3) 

According to the coupled-wave equations in the FWM process, the optical field and polarization at 
frequency ωAS1 had the following relationship: 
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Here, ∆k is the wave vector mismatch in the FWM process. From Equations (3.3) and (3.4), it can 
be seen that the intensity of AS1 becomes higher, following the proportionality relation with the 
squared absolute value of the nonlinear optical susceptibility (

2(3)
effχ ) of the material used.  

Based on this, diamond, the nonlinear optical susceptibility of which is ~5 time larger than that of 
sapphire and ~10 times larger than that of CaF2 [73], was used in the experiment to obtain 
multicolored sidebands with a low threshold.  

The experiment was performed with Type-2 setup shown in Section 3.1. The spectra of two pump 
beams, Beam 1 and Beam 2, are depicted in Figure 11. The two spectral positions were adjusted by tuning 
the angle between input beams and filters. The retrieved temporal intensity profiles and phases of two 
pump pulses are shown in Figure 12, where the Beam 1 and Beam 2 pulse durations are 81 fs, and  
47 fs, respectively.  

Figure 11. The spectra of Beam 1 (black), Beam 2 (red) [62]. 

 

Figure 12. The retrieved intensity profile and phase of (a) Beam 1; (b) Beam 2 [62]. 

     

The average power of Beam 1 was set to 0.855 mW, and the average power of Beam 2 was 
continuously changed by a VND. Figure 13 shows the multicolored sidebands at different pump levels. 
The intensities of Beam 1 and Beam 2 on the diamond plate in Figure 13a were calculated to be  
14.9 × 109 W/cm2 and 12.3 × 109 W/cm2 respectively. These were much lower than the threshold 
intensities obtained previously for multicolored sideband generation in a fused silica plate, of  
60 × 109 W/cm2 and 8 × 109 W/cm2 [70]. This low pump threshold for multicolored sideband 
generation is important in the context of an actual experiment, because pump lasers with high 
repetition frequencies, i.e., several hundred kHz to several MHz, inevitably have a low pulse energy 
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when used with a conventional amplifier system. Compared to the multicolored sidebands generated 
with a 1 kHz amplifier, pulses with a higher repetition frequency are more useful in nonlinear 
microscopy. Low repetition frequencies make the image frame times unconventionally long and also 
lead to high noise levels. Figure 13b–d show the 2D structure obtained by increasing the power of 
Beam 2, a detailed discussion of which will be given in the next section. 

Figure 13. Multicolored pattern generated with different pump levels. (a) Beam 1:  
0.855 mW, Beam 2: 0.410 mW; (b) Beam 1: 0.855 mW, Beam 2: 0.856 mW; (c) Beam 1: 
0.855 mW, Beam 2: 1.121 mW; (d) Beam 1: 0.855 mW, Beam 2: 1.970 mW [62]. 

 

 

Figure 14 shows the spectra of generated multicolored sidebands obtained under pump rates of 
0.855 mW and 0.856 mW for Beam 1 and Beam 2, respectively. The normalized spectra, AS1-AS5, of 
the two pump beams, S1 and S2, are shown in Figure 14. The spectral width of these sidebands was 
broader than 10 nm, which means that a pulse duration of <100 fs was achievable. The spectra of these 
sidebands could also be continuously tuned by adjusting the cross-angle of Beam 1 and Beam 2.  

Figure 14. The normalized spectra of two pump beams, Beam 1 and Beam 2, and several 
sidebands AS1-AS5, S1, S2 [62]. 

 

Table 2 shows the output power of AS1-AS5 and S1 when the average power of Beam 1 and Beam 2 
were set at 0.855 mW and 0.856 mW. The conversion efficiency was about 1.84%, 1.99%, 0.36%, 
0.15%, 0.08% and 0.05% for S1, AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4 and AS5 respectively. The power of AS1–AS4 
could be increased by increasing the pump rate, as shown in Figure 13c,d.  
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Table 2. Output power of AS1-AS5 and S1 with average power of 0.855 mW and  
0.856 mW for Beam 1 and Beam 2, respectively [62]. 

Sidebands AS1 AS2 AS3 AS4 AS5 S1 
Power (μW) 34.0 6.1 2.5 1.3 0.8 31.4 

4. 2-D Multicolored Sidebands Arrays 

Zeng and his coworkers first observed 2-D multicolored arrays in 2006 in a quadratic nonlinear 
medium (BBO crystal) with two closely-overlapped femtosecond laser beams from Ti:sapphire 
amplifier and its SHG signal [71]. The cause of the 2-D pattern was thought to be the cascaded 
quadratic nonlinear process, together with spatial breakup of the quadratic spatial solitons induced by 
ellipticity of the input beams. The 2-D structure could also be suppressed by another weak SHG beam.  

Zhi also generated 2-D multicolored arrays in diamond plate with three pump beams [61],  
attributed to the interaction of two different sets of cascaded stimulated Raman scattering processes. 

We observed a similar structure in a cubic nonlinear medium, sapphire plate, with only two pump 
beams in 2008 [55,56]. 2-D multicolored arrays were generated when pump energy was increased. 
Figure 15 shows the 2-D multicolored arrays generated under various conditions. The 2-D multicolored 
arrays could be controlled by changing the intensity, delay, or polarization of one input beam.  

Figure 15. Photographs of the multicolored arrays generated with (a) pulse energy of  
beam 2 of 220 µJ, (b) pulse energy of beam 2 of 250 µJ; (c) time delay of two pump beams 
of 7 fs and pulse energy of beam 2 of 250 µJ; and (d) a short-pass filter cut-off wavelength 
at 820 nm inserted in the Beam 1 path [55]. 

 

We performed another experiment to study the characteristics of the 2-D multicolored arrays in 
detail. The schematic of this experiment is shown in Figure 16a. The two pump beams had a  
cross-angle of 1.8°, and a beam size of 300 µm in sapphire plate. Stable 2-D multicolored arrays were 
generated when Beam 1 and Beam 2 overlapped in time and space in the sapphire plate, as shown in 
Figure 16b. Spatially well-separated multicolored sidebands with >10 columns and rows were 
observed. The columns were approximately normal to the center row while the rows adjacent to the 
center row were not parallel to each other. The 2-D multicolored array sidebands are defined as Bm,n 
for convenience, as shown in Figure 16c. B0,0 and B−1,0 stand for the two pump beams, Beam 1 and 
Beam 2, respectively.  
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Figure 16. (a) Schematics of the generation of 2-D multicolored arrays; (b) A photograph 
of the 2-D multicolored arrays generated in sapphire plate; (c) 2-D multicolored arrays are 
defined as Bm,n, in which B0,0 and B−1,0 refer to Beam 1 and Beam 2 respectively [56]. o.a., 
optical axis. 

 

The spectra of the sidebands on the center row Bm,0 and the second column B2,n were measured,  
as shown in Figure 17. The sidebands on the central row were generated through a CFWM process, 
which is almost the same as discussed in previous sections. The center wavelengths between neighboring 
spots on the same column were approximately the same, as shown in Figure 17b. A more accurate 
experiment using pump beams with narrower spectra will help to confirm these characteristics. 

Figure 17. The spectra of sidebands on (a) the center row Bm,0; and (b) the second column 
B2,n [56]. 

        

The powers of Beam 1 and Beam 2 were set to 0.1 and 25 mW, respectively. The measured powers 
of some sidebands at this pump rate are shown in Figure 18a. The powers of sidebands on the rows of 
Bm,0, Bm,1, Bm,−1, Bm,2, Bm,−2 are shown as the star, red circle, black square, green triangle and blue 
triangle, respectively. We found that the power of the sidebands on Bm,1 and Bm,−1 were approximately 
the same as the value of m. The sidebands in Bm,2 and Bm,−2 also had this property, showing that the 
power distribution had mirror symmetry with the central line of Bm,0. The power dependence of three 
sidebands, B1,0, B2,0, and B2,1, on the input power of Beam 2 are shown in the inset of Figure 18a. 
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During the experiment, the power of Beam 1 was amplified from 0.1 to 0.17 mW, which means that 
the FWM process could also be used for parametric amplification. The power stability of several 
sidebands in different arrays, measured with a photodiode, is shown in Figure 18b. The stabilities are 
all in the range 0.5%–2% in RMS within 200 s.  

Figure 18. (a) The output power of sibebands on the Bm,0, Bm,1, Bm,−1, Bm,−2, Bm,2, with 
pump power of 0.1 mW and 25 mW for Beam 1 and Beam 2, respectively. The inset shows 
the power dependence of three different sidebands, B1,0, B2,0, and B2,1, on power of Beam 2; 
(b) The power stabilities of three sidebands B3,1, B4,0 and B1,0 [56]. 

 

In 2013, 2-dimensional multicolored arrays were observed with a low pump rate in a diamond plate, 
as shown in Figure 13. The experimental setup was the same as the Type-2 setup shown in Section 3.1. 
Increasing the pulse energy of Beam 2 to 0.856 μJ created 2-D multicolored arrays, as shown in  
Figure 13b. The threshold energy was much lower than that for a sapphire plate, i.e., <2 μJ for a 
diamond plate and 25 μJ for a sapphire plate [56,62]. More sidebands, lines and brighter arrays were 
observed when the energy of Beam 2 was increased further, as shown in Figure 13c,d.  

The mechanism for the generation of 2D structure is not yet fully clear, although we have given 
some explanations based on the CFWM and beam breakup [62]. The detailed simulations of 
spontaneous breakup of elliptical laser beams were performed by Majus and his coworkers [76]. They 
attributed this breakup to multistep four-wave and parametric amplification of certain components 
occurring in the spatial spectrum of the self-focusing laser beam. Interestingly, beam breakup was 
observed even with a near circular (the ellipticity e = 1.09) input beam when the input power was ~20 
times larger than Pcr, which is defined as follows [77]: 

Pcr = 3.77λ2/(8πnn2) (4.1) 

Here, λ is the laser wavelength in vacuum, n is the refractive index, and n2 is the nonlinear 
refractive index. The pump beams have an ellipticity of ~1.2 in the experiment, due to asymmetric 
focusing with several concave mirrors. The summation of the peak powers of the two input beams is 
about ~60 Pcr (Pcr = 0.4 MW for diamond plate), and would be large enough for beam breakup [76]. 
The combination of this beam breakup and CFWM is the main cause of this 2-D multicolor structure.  
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Beam breakup can also occur when the pump beams are circular. Dergachev has investigated the 
interaction of two noncollinear femtosecond laser filaments in sapphire both numerically and 
experimentally [78]. The simulation was based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation. The experiment 
was performed with a Ti:sapphire amplifier with a pulse width of 120 fs. The two incident beams, 
which are all from the same laser source, have a cross-angle of 4.64°. Because of the asymmetric 
distributions of refractive index changes in the nonlinear material due to the Kerr effect of the pump 
beams, additional “hot points” or plasma channels arise in the plane oriented perpendicular to the pulse 
propagation plane with input pulse power above 10 Pcr (corresponding to a pulse energy of 3~4 µJ). 
Clear beam breakup was observed. The energy distribution of light spots at the output end can be 
adjusted by tuning the phase between the two input beams.  

We are working on simulations based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation including FWM and 
other nonlinear processes, such as optical Kerr effect and multiphoton absorption, which are required 
for full understanding of this phenomenon. 

5. Conclusions and Prospects 

In conclusion, we have investigated multicolor sideband generation based on CFWM both 
theoretically and experimentally. Analysis and computer simulation including the effect of  
phase-matching in FWM reasonably explain the reported experimental results.  

The main characteristics of multicolored sidebands obtained in our experiment can be summarized 
as follows. 

(1) Tunability in a wide spectral region. 
Fifteen spectral up-shifted pulses and two spectral down-shifted emissions were obtained 
simultaneously in a spectra domain that spanned more than 1.8 octaves. The wavelengths of the 
sidebands could be tuned from near-ultraviolet to near-infrared by adjusting the crossing angle 
between the two input beams or by replacing the nonlinear bulk medium. 

(2) Ultrashort pulse width.  
The pulse width of the sidebands remained nearly unchanged for the Stokes and anti-Stokes 
pulses. Nearly transform-limited compressed pulses as short as 15 fs could be obtained when 
one of the two input beams was properly negatively chirped and the other was positively chirped. 

(3) High output energy. 
The pulse energy of the sideband could be increased to 1 μJ, a power stability better than 1% RMS. 
We expect that an even higher output power could be generated by increasing the pump energy 
and expanding the spot sizes of the two pump beams on the optical medium to avoid saturation.  

We have reported the generation of multicolor sidebands consisting of 2-D arrays, and provided 
some possible explanations. Beam breakup and CFWM are responsible for this interesting phenomenon. 
Careful investigation using both simulation and experiment are still needed for complete understanding 
of this new phenomenon. 

Future studies into multicolored sidebands extending in the visible and near-IR spectral regions, 
which are generated with pump lasers with MHz repetition rates, would be useful in numerous 
applications such as nonlinear microscopy. A pulse energy of 1 μJ for each pump pulse has been 
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confirmed to be enough energy for multicolor sideband generation in a diamond plate. This energy can 
be reduced further, if the pump beams are tightly focused on a medium with higher third-order 
nonlinearity. For example, CdSSe-nanoparticle-doped glass has 5.6 times larger third-order susceptibility 
than a diamond plate, even at wavelengths far from its resonant frequency [73]. 
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